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TO:

All Interested Citizens, Organizations, and Government Agencies

SUBJECT:

FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT
City of East Lansing, Ingham County
Water Resources and Recovery Facility Improvements
Clean Water State Revolving Fund Project Number 5726-01

The purpose of this notice is to seek public input and comment on a preliminary decision by the
Michigan Department of Environment, Great Lakes, and Energy (EGLE) that an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) is not required to implement recommendations discussed in the attached
Environmental Assessment of a wastewater project plan submitted by the applicant mentioned
above.
HOW WERE ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES CONSIDERED?
Part 53, Clean Water Assistance, of the Natural Resources and Environmental Protection
Act, 1994 PA 451, as amended, being Sections 324.5301 to 324.5316 of the Michigan
Compiled Laws Annotated, requires EGLE to evaluate all environmental implications of a
proposed wastewater project. EGLE has done this by incorporating a detailed analysis of
the environmental effects of the proposed alternatives in its review and approval process.
A project plan containing information on environmental impacts was prepared by the
municipality and reviewed by the State. EGLE has prepared the attached Environmental
Assessment and found that the proposed project does not require the preparation of an
EIS.
WHY IS AN EIS NOT REQUIRED?
Our environmental review concluded that no significant environmental impacts would
result from the proposed action. Any adverse impacts have either been eliminated by
changes in the project plan or will be reduced by the implementation of the mitigative
measures discussed in the attached Environmental Assessment.
HOW DO I GET MORE INFORMATION?
A map depicting the location of the proposed project is attached. This information is also
available on our website at Michigan.gov/CWSRF under “Related Links.” The
Environmental Assessment presents additional information on the project, alternatives that
were considered, impacts of the proposed action, and the basis for our decision. Further
information can be obtained by calling or writing one of the contact people listed below.
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HOW DO I SUBMIT COMMENTS?
Any comments supporting or disagreeing with this preliminary decision should be submitted to me at EGLE, Constitution Hall, P.O. Box 30457, Lansing, Michigan 48909-7957.
We will not take any action on this project plan for 30 calendar days from the date of this
notice in order to receive and consider any comments.
WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?
In the absence of substantive comments during this period, our preliminary decision will
become final. The applicant will then be eligible to receive loan assistance from this
Agency to construct the proposed project.
Any information you feel should be considered by EGLE should be brought to our attention. If you
have any questions, please contact Mr. David J. Worthington, Senior Project Manager, at
517-554-1835, by e-mail Worthingtond@michigan.gov, or you may contact me. Your interest in
this process and the environment is appreciated.
Sincerely,

Kelly Green, Administrator
Water Infrastructure Financing Section
Finance Division
517-284-5433
Attachment

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT, GREAT LAKES, AND ENERGY
Clean Water State Revolving Fund
City of East Lansing, Ingham County
Water Resources and Recovery Facility Improvements
Environmental Assessment
April 2021
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION
Applicant:

City of East Lansing

Address:

410 Abbot Road
East Lansing, Michigan 48823

Authorized Representative:

Mr. Scott House
Director of Public Works and Environmental Services

CWSRF Project Number

5726-01

The city of East Lansing (East Lansing) is applying for a Clean Water State Revolving Fund
(CWSRF) low-interest loan in Fiscal Year 2021 to complete improvements to the Water
Resources Recovery Facility (WRRF) located at 1700 Trowbridge Road and authorized under
National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit Number MI0022853. The
proposed project consists of primary clarifier rehabilitation, aeration system improvements, and
north secondary clarifier expansion/rehabilitation. Work will be confined entirely to the WRRF
site. See Figures 1 and 2 for the service area and WRRF location map.
PROJECT BACKGROUND
East Lansing’s Water Resource Recovery Facility is located at 1700 Trowbridge Road and
provides wastewater treatment for East Lansing, Michigan State University and Meridian Charter
Township. Office and commercial complexes in Alaiedon and Lansing Townships also send
wastewater to the WRRF. The facility was constructed in 1965 and expanded in 1973 to provide a
design treatment capacity of 18.75 million of gallons per day (MGD) and a maximum hydraulic
capacity of 40 MGD. The current average flow is approximately 13.0 MGD. Treatment processes
at the plant include mechanical screening, grit removal, primary settling, and aeration tanks with
coarse bubble air diffusers to supply oxygen to the activated biological solids, secondary
clarification, rapid sand filtration, and ultraviolet disinfection.
PROPOSED PROJECT
A. Project Need/Justification
Primary Clarifiers
The sludge collectors, cross collectors, and manual skimmers for Primary Clarifier Tank
Numbers 1 through 4 were manufactured in 1964 (South Plant) and the equipment for Tank
Numbers 5 through 10 (North Plant) were manufactured in 1972. Various parts such as
chains, sprockets, bearings, flights, and wearing shoes have been replaced when
necessary, but replacement parts have become more difficult to obtain in recent years. A
complete upgrade of the system with current technology will be needed as the existing
equipment is beyond the useful service life. The manual skimming scum removal pipes and
effluent weirs in each tank and several of the gates upstream of the primary tanks are in
poor condition and need replacement. These modifications would improve clarifier
performance and result in better solids removal.

North Clarifier Improvements
North secondary clarifier equipment is nearing the end of its useful life and requires
replacement. The two-sided clarifier effluent trough is out of level and causes short-circuiting
during wet weather flows. This existing trough should be replaced with a new concrete
trough with a flow density baffle to improve operations at high flows. In addition, the existing
return activated sludge (RAS) pumps are at the end of their useful life and require
replacement.
Aeration System Improvements
The existing aeration system consists of coarse bubble diffusers with air provided by multistage centrifugal blowers. It has exceeded its expected life and needs replacement. The
existing isolation gates within the North aeration tank are inoperable. Currently, flow through
the aeration tank is in a serpentine pattern that causes high head loss across the aeration
tank during wet weather flows. To reduce the head loss, a new concrete effluent trough
should be constructed across the aeration tank. This would allow the aeration tank to
operate as four separate tanks.
The South secondary aerated treatment system has been in service since 1964 and the
North secondary aerated treatment system was constructed in 1973. The process
equipment is beyond its useful service life and a significant portion of each of these systems
needs to be replaced and upgraded with modern technology. Significant operational cost
savings could be achieved with updated process technology for secondary treatment.
The South secondary process blowers have a common filter inlet and one of the blowers
provides air to the primary inlet channels and the raw wastewater discharge channels
downstream of the raw wastewater pump station. The south channel air blower is currently
off-line and all air for channel aeration in the South plant is currently provided by the process
aeration blowers. The North secondary process blowers have individual filter inlets and
another set of blowers outside of the blower room provides air to the north primary influent
and effluent channels, equalization basin effluent channel, and the north mixed liquor
channels downstream of the aeration basins. Replacement of the blowers with new
equipment is recommended for improved efficiency and system reliability.
There are reported issues with scum not getting flushed through the line to the scum
hopper. An auto flush valve could be provided to reduce the energy costs associated with
continuously running flush lines near the secondary scum hoppers. There are several slide
gates between the aeration basins that are used to direct the flow from basin to basin, and
to redirect the flow during times of wet weather. Most of the gates no longer function and the
concrete structural condition around the gates is in marginal condition. The water levels in
Aeration Tank Number 8 have been observed close to the top of the tank during high flow
conditions. An additional concrete curb was poured around this tank to prevent spilling over
the edge.
B. Alternatives Considered
No-action Alternative
No action would result in future equipment failure and/or insufficient treatment processing at
the WRRF. Thus, this alternative was not considered further.
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Alternative 1-Primary Clarifier/Fine Pore Diffusers/Increase Secondary Clarifier Capacity
Alternative 1 includes the following components:
• Replace the North and South primary clarifier mechanisms and drives.
• Replace the North and South primary clarifier scum removal piping and effluent weirs.
• Rehabilitate the North and South primary clarifier tanks and walkway concrete.
• Reconfigure the North aeration tank flow pattern to provide four independent aeration
tanks and one common finishing tank.
• Replace 30 slide gates in the North aeration tanks and 33 in the South aeration tanks.
• Replace the North aeration RAS piping system, control valves, and flow meters.
• Replace the existing coarse bubble diffusers with fine pore diffusers in the North and
South aeration tanks.
• Replace four blowers in the North Blower and Electrical Building and construct an air
header to the South aeration tanks.
• Construct two new 80-foot North secondary clarifiers.
• Construct a flow split structure with control weir gates to provide flow from the North
aeration tanks to the new secondary clarifiers.
• Construct new RAS Pump Building for new secondary clarifiers.
• Construct a secondary effluent pipe to the tertiary filter influent pump wet well.
• Construct new concrete effluent launders, current density and energy dissipating baffles,
and mechanism replacement in each of the three existing North secondary clarifiers.
• Replace the North RAS pumps.
• Replace existing electrical components.
Alternative 2-Replacement in Kind
Alternative 2 includes the following components:
• Replace the North and South primary clarifier mechanisms and drives.
• Replace the North and South primary clarifier scum removal piping and effluent weirs.
• Rehabilitate the North and South primary clarifier tanks and walkway concrete.
• Replace 30 slide gates in the North aeration tanks and 33 in the South aeration tanks.
• Replace the North RAS piping system, control valves, and flow meters.
• Replace the existing coarse bubble diffusers “in kind” in the North and South aeration tanks.
• Replace four blowers in the North Blower and Electrical Building and replace four
blowers in South Blower Building with larger units.
• Construct new concrete effluent launders, current density and energy dissipating
baffles, and mechanism replacement in each of the three existing clarifiers.
• Replace the North RAS pumps and associated pipework.
Table I compares the present worth cost analyses of Alternatives 1 & 2:
Table I. Alternatives 1 and 2 Present Worth Cost Category Alternative
Al
Alternative 1
Alternative 2
Capital Cost
$34,631,000
$27,985,000
Present Worth of Salvage Value
($9,025,000)
($6,041,000)
Present Worth of Annual OM&R
$3,916,000
$7,754,000
Total Present Worth
$29,522,000
$29,698,000
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C. Project Cost and Implementation
East Lansing has selected Alternative 1 as the most cost-effective long-term solution to address
the operational needs at the WRRF.
East Lansing intends to finance the proposed project with a CWSRF loan for a 20-year term at
an interest rate of 1.875 percent. The CWSRF is co-administered by the Department of
Environment, Great Lakes, and Energy and the Michigan Finance Authority. Sewer rates for a
typical customer can be expected to increase approximately $9.04 per quarter from the current
rates to pay for the project and service the debt. This project qualifies as “green” under United
States Environmental Protection Agency guidelines and will make the city eligible for principal
forgiveness amounting to approximately $703,000.
IMPACT OF PROJECT
A. Water Quality Impacts
A primary goal of the project is to maintain reliable wastewater service and compliance with the
facility’s NPDES discharge permit. The proposed project is not anticipated to cause changes to
the quality of nearby surface or groundwater.
B. Construction and Operational Impacts
A minor impact on local traffic may occur during the construction of the proposed improvements.
During construction, equipment will increase local noise and dust levels during operations.
There will be a short-term adverse impact on air quality during the construction phase due to
dust and construction equipment emissions generated during the minimal excavation
operations. The contractors will be required to use dust controlling agents to reduce the amount
of airborne dust. Construction contract provisions will be enforced for compliance with the Soil
Erosion and Sedimentation Control Act to prevent damage to the surrounding areas from soil
erosion, dust, and sedimentation.
The State Historical Preservation Office and Tribal Historic Officers reviewed the proposed
project and have determined that the project will have no impact on archaeological and
historical/cultural resources.
The selected alternative will not impact sensitive natural features, wildlife, or ecosystems. There
will be minimal disturbance to the surrounding landscape at the WRRF property.
C. Socioeconomic Impacts
The main impact would be financial to pay for the loan debt service. Reliable wastewater
treatment for system users would be maintained via the improvements. Minimal impact to
residents is anticipated because the construction work would occur at the WRRF site.
Employment of some residents by the contractor(s) is a possibility for certain construction
operations.
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
A formal public hearing on project alternatives and user costs was held on July 6, 2020 at 6:00 pm
via online video conference. The public hearing was advertised in The City Pulse, a local
newspaper for the Ingham County area. A copy of the Draft Project Plan was made available to
the public for a 30-day period at the city clerk’s office, the East Lansing Public Library, the
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Department of Public Works office, and on the city’s website. No written comments from the public
were received before, during, or after the public hearing. Questions and comments received
during the public hearing were addressed. After the close of the public comment period, the
recommended alternative was selected for implementation by the East Lansing City Council.
REASONS FOR CONCLUDING NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS
The proposed project has minimal temporary negative environmental impacts but offers
substantial benefits of enabling the WRRF to continue to provide adequate treatment of
wastewater that would comply with the NPDES permit. These improvements would enable the
WRRF to function satisfactorily.
Questions regarding this Environmental Assessment should be directed to:
Mr. David J. Worthington, Senior Project Manager
Water Infrastructure Financing Section
Finance Division
Michigan Department of Environment, Great Lakes, and Energy
P.O. Box 30457
Lansing, Michigan 48909-7957
Telephone: 517-554-1835
E-Mail: Worthingtond@michigan.gov
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Figure 1

Aerial Photograph of East Lansing
WRRF Location
Figure 2
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